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Barcelona logo png
home » logos » fc barcelona futbol club barcelona (Catalan pronunciation: [fubˈbəl ˈklub bə disˈəlonə] (on this soundtrack,) commonly called barcelona and colloquially known as barça [(nomebaəs,)] is a professional Spanish football club based in barcelona, which competes in Spanish flight. founded in 1899 by a group
of Swiss, Spanish, English and Catalan players, led by joan gamper, the club became a symbol of Catalan culture and Catalan, from which the motto "més que un club" ("More than a club.) unlike many other football clubs, the supporters own and operate barcelona. is the fourth most valuable sports team in the world,
worth 4.06 billion dollars, and the world's richest football team in terms of revenues, with an annual turnover of 840.8 million euros. the official anthem of barcelona is the "cant of the barça," written by jaume picas and josep maria espinàs. Barcelona traditionally plays in dark shades of blue and red stripes, bringing to the
nickname blaugrana. at national level, barcelona won a record of 74 trophies: 26 la liga, 30 cups of the rey, 13 supercopa de españa, 3 copa eva duarte, and 2 trofei copa de la liga, as well as being the record holder for the last four races. in international football, the club won 20 European and world titles: 5 titles uefa
champions league, a record of 4 cup uefa, a joint record 5 supercoppa uefa, a record of 3 fairs Inter-C cupities and 3 fifa club worldBarcelona was first ranked in the International Federation of Football History & Statistics Club World Ranking for 1997, 2009, 2011, 2012, and 2015 and currently ranked second in the UEFA
club ranking. The club has a long rivalry with Real Madrid, and the matches between the two teams are called El Clásico. Barcelona is one of the most supported teams in the world, and the club has one of the biggest social media that follow in the world among sports teams. Barcelona players won a record number of
Ballon d'Or awards (12), including Johan Cruyff, as well as a record number of FIFA World Player of the Year Awards (7), with winners including Ronaldo, Romário, Ronaldinho and Rivaldo. In 2010, three players who crossed the club's youth academy (Lionel Messi, Andrés Iniesta, and Xavi) were chosen as the three
best players in the world in the FIFA Ballon d'Or awards, an unprecedented feat for players in the same football school. In addition, players representing the club won a record number (8) of European Golden Shoe awards. Barcelona is one of the three founding members of Primera División who have never been
relegated from the top division since its birth in 1929, along with Athletic Bilbao and Real Madrid. In 2009, Barcelona became the first Spanish club to win the Continental Treble composed of La Liga, Copa del Rey, and the UEFA Champions League, and also became the first Spanish football club insix out of six races in
one year, also winning the Spanish Super Cup, the UEFA Super Cup and the FIFA World Cup. In 2011 the club was again European champion and won five trophies. This Barcelona team, which won 14 trophies in just 4 years under Pep Guardiola, is considered by some in sports as the biggest team of all time. Winning
their fifth Champions League trophy on June 6, 2015, Barcelona became the first European football club in history to reach the continental level twice. The most paid sports team in the world, in November 2018 Barcelona became the first sports team with an average pay of more than £10m ($13.8m) per year. On this
page you can download free PNG images: FC Barcelona PNG logo, FCB PNG logo download free In this gallery "FC Barcelona" we have 25 free PNG images with transparent background. Logo of Barcelona PNG The Barcelona Football Club logo includes several heraldic symbols with a long and interesting history. The
most important changes in the logo occurred in 1910. After that, the emblem did not go far from its roots. Meaning and history The visual history of FC Barcelona visual identity has ten designs of its logo, although the last one, held in 2018, has brought an emblem that has never been used by the club. All other versions
of the logo are a graphic representation of the club’s evolution and progress. Built around a heraldic symbol, its logo is immediately recognizable throughglobe, and look like it was created today. 1899 — 1910 The initial Barcelona badge included a heraldic roar enclosed in a green garland with a golden crown, which had
a black bat with its wings spread over it. The rombo setting featured a red, yellow and white geometric pattern: the badge was divided into four segments, where the upper left and lower right has a Red Cross on a white background image, and the upper right and lower left — red and yellow vertical stripes. Depending on
the layout, the emblem could be used alone or enclosed in a double circular frame with a title “Foot-Ball Club Barcelona 1899” in bold sans-serif. 1910 — 1920 The first interpretation of the iconic logo that we all know today was presented in 1910 and features an elegant shield and decorated with a gold profile. The
shield was horizontally divided into two parts by a large white banner where the black “F. C. B.” Lettering was written in a simple sans-serif. The upper part of the shield consisted of two parts — the left with the Red Cross on a white background, and the right one with red and yellow vertical stripes. As for the lower part of
the emblem, it was composed of three red vertical stripes and four blue. Yellow calcium in clean and clean lines was placed in the middle of the striped segment. 1920 — 1936 The silhouettes and colors of the badge were first revised in 1920. The signs became brighter due to the use of lighter shades of red and blue.
Thebanner with a wordmark now presented a yellow background, which made the badge happier and more enthusiastic. The shape of the shield has also been moved into a more rigid and modern form. 1936 — 1941 In 1936 the club decided to return to the color palette from the beginning of the 20th century, but now
the banner with “F. C. B.” is black, while the writing is white. Gold football is designed more detailed now, with smooth black lines that create a classic model. 1941 — 1949 In 1941 the word mark changed from “F. C. B.” to “C. F. B.”, and the black background of its banner becomes gold again. The overall composition of
the Barcelona badge remained unchanged, although all contours were clean and refined. 1949 — 1960 The plaque is redesigned in 1949, and now is “C. De F. B.”, which stands for “Club de Fútbol Barcelona”. The colors of the badge in this version and mute and dark, and also gold football, which has always been bright
and visible, has become burgundy-brown. The banner with the writing is performed in a monochromatic palette, which refreshed the emblem with its contrast. 1969 — 1974 The palette of the delighted and bright colors returns in 1969. A lot of yellow gold particles and an intense red calcium is what makes this edition
stand out from all the versions previously created. The logo of the 1970s evokes a sense of joy, charm and friendliness. 1974 — 1975 With the 1974 redesign, the gold flagagain white, yet all other elements keep their colors intact. The shape of the crest has been modified and now its upper part has characterized
pointed spikes. The word is again written as “F. C. B.”. 1975 — 2002 A more modern interface and a brighter color palette — this is what the 1975 redesign led to the visual identity of Barcelona. The solid black letters presented a massive geometric sans-serif shape, which seemed brutal and powerful on a yellow
background. Football has gained a new shade orange calm and finally became visible again. To celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the club, the crest was placed in a blue and red circle with the “1899-1999” timepiece in white, horizontally placed on both sides of the shield. 2002 — Today The Barcelona badge we
can see today was inaugurated in 2002 and is a modern interpretation of all previous versions. The most crucial change in the 2000s is that the points were removed from the text. Now the “FCB” in a popular sans-serif face seems clean, delicate and evokes a sense of professionalism and fundamental approach.
Football is drawn in gold and black again, and equalizes the golden frame of the crest and the flag with the sign of word. 2018 (Unused) The next version of the logo was designed for the club in 2018, but has never been used, as it was denied. The main controversy of this emblem was in total absence of any letter on it.
And the wide gold flag wasfrom a narrow gold line. Sources The sans serif face on the Barcelona logo is called Interstate Bold. It was developed by Tobias Frere-Jones and officially introduced by Font Bureau. Two of the most important colors of FC Barcelona blue and red (made in the lower part of the football logo)
come from the club's first uniform. In addition, FC is often called “Blaugrana”, because these are the names of colors in the Catalan language. It is not yet known whether the colors come from the colors of the founder Joan Gamper FC Zurich or from the colors of Merchant Taylors School, where they studied two of the
best known players of the club, Arthur and Ernest Witty. Why is the flag of England? One of the structural elements of the FCB logo is the red cross in white background – the one that is known, for example, as the flag of England or the flag of the international Red Cross movement. What is the link between the football
club and England or the Red Cross, can anyone ask? In fact, the red cross on the white background (called Cross of St. George) is a universally recognized heraldic symbol, which has been used in a variety of contexts. The history of the Cross of San Giorgio dates back to the Middle Ages. Most likely, it began to be
used as an emblem in the 12th century. St. George was a charismatic saint, who, according to legends, played an active role in the early crusades. He was known as the patron saint of manyand countries. It is believed that the Cross was the symbol of the Republic of Genoa in the 13th century. It was later adopted by
several areas of Northern Italy, from Bologna to Milan. One of these areas was Catalonia, the community in Spain that includes the province of Barcelona. Therefore, the reason why the cross appears on the FC Barcelona logo is simple – is one of the historical symbols of Catalonia. England was also one of the lands
that adopted this cross, while St. George became the “national synod” here after the English Reform. To sum up, there is no flag of England on the FC Barcelona logo, it is the Cross of San Giorgio both on the English flag and on the emblem of the football club. Alloy Logo Dream Are you looking for images of the emblem
and kits for the Dream League Soccer app? Dream of Barcelona The logo and kits of the alloy are available for download. Typically, players choose the Barcelona logo 512×512, but you can also prefer the Barcelona logo 256×256. Video video video
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